
                   UNIT -I : India and the Contemporary World-II
Sub-Unit 1.1 : Events and Processes

               Chapter - 1 : The Rise Of Nationalism In Europe

Flowcharts
Ideas of Liberalism and Nationalism spread by Napoleon across Europe

Revolution of 1848 sw across Europe  but fail because ofeep ,
unrealistic appreciation of what Nat’l unification required.

Decay of Habsburg
Empire

Decay of Ottoman
Empire

Subject peoples want to
found their own independent

-nation states

Nationalist movements in the
Balkans the alreadydestabilize

Habsburg andCrumbling
Ottoman Empire

Russia moves in as the champion of
Slavic liberties Austria and Turkeyvs.

Ris in tension between Austria,ing s
Turkey and Russia

Italy intobroken
many states

Germany broken
into many states

Italians and Germans want to found
-their own independent nation states

Italy unified by 1871
under leadership of

Mazzini, Count
Cavour and Garibaldi

Germany unified
by 1871 under

leadership of Otto
von Bismarck

Both nations strive to industrialize but
only Germany succeeded.

Rising for tensions upsets
balance of power

Outbreak of World War I

Italy

Austria, France
and Popes have

control over some
Italian states

Count Cavour
got control of
Northern Italy

Garibaldi got
control of

Southern Italy

Rome joined
Italy

Unification of Italy
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Germany

Prussia leads German unification supported mainly by German
population and powerful army

Bismarck takes control

Pr Denmark ( )vs.ussia Prussia wins

1. Victory of Prussia
2. National Pride among Prussians
3. Won the respect of other Germans

Prussia Austria
Prussia wins

vs.

Prussia France
Prussia wins

vs.

Final stage in German unification

People accepted Prussian leadership

Germany unified

Flowcharts

Berlin rioters gained
liberal constitution for

the kingdom

German Confederation
former by 39  German

states

Wilhelm I succeeded
to  the throne.

A Junker, Otto von
Bismarck was chosen to
be the Prime Minister.

Unification of Germany

1815 1848 1861 1862

1866

1864

Unification of
Germany

Prussia and Austria allied
and fought Denmark to
win border provinces.

Austria declared war,
called Seven Weeks'

War.

1870 1867

Remaining states
joined the North

German Confederation

Prussia won the
Franco-Prussian

War.

1866
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THE UNIFICATION OF ITALY & ITS EFFECTS (1848-1914)

Rev’s of 1848 fall when Pope & Duke of Tuscany desert the cause of Italian unification & Indep. (FC. 108)

Kgd. of Sardinia (aka : Piedmont) seen as the natural leader for Italian unification

Loans from
Britain

Investments
pay off

Builds strong econ.
(Rr’s, banks, Ind’s etc.)

Repays loans & Builds
a good credit rating

Camillo Cavour,

Sardinia’s prime

minister, skillfully

orchestrates

Italy’s unification

Camillo Cavour,

Sardinia’s prime

minister, skillfully

orchestrates

Italy’s unification

Sardinia, needing allies vs. Austria, helps France & Britain vs. Russia in Crimean War
& Fr. helps Sardinia vs. Aust. in War of 1859, but drops out after two costly victories

& Sardinia gets most of N. Italy, while France gets & Nice & Savoy for its help

Giuseppe Garibaldi, a fiery rev. leader furious about Fr. observing the Ital. cause & then getting Nice, his
birthplace, plans to take Nice back & Sard. diverts him to S. Italy & Sicily, which he takes from the Bourbons.

Sard. takes Papal States
(exc. Rome) fr. France

Garibaldi turns S. Italy &
Sicily over to Sardinia

Formation of Kgd. of Italy (1861) & Need two
more areas to complete unification

Venice which falls to Italy after
Austro Prussian War (1866)

Rome which falls to Italy after
Franco-Prussian War (1871)

Resistance from local
groups (e.g., Mafia)

Uneven distr . of
wealth b/w N & S Italy

Different subcultures
in N. & S. Italy

Efforts to build Italy winat’I army, nat’I RR, &
public education largely fall because :

Italy’s poor performance in World War (FC. 127)

Italy describe & open to takeover by Mussolini & the Fascists (FC. 133)

,

Flowchart
THE RISE OF THE NATION STATE (1450-1500)

Black Death & Political, Economic & Social turmoil (c. 1350-1450)

England torn by civil

war (1455-85) after

its defeat in 100 yrs.

War

Seriously

weakness

nobles &

Church

1469-Ferdinand of

Aragon marries

Isabella of Castile to

unite their kgd's

France torn by feudal

separatism, civil strife

& 100 yrs. War (FC. 73)

Feudal strife & Propes'

struggle vs. emperors

fragment  Ger. (FC. 70)

Tudors triumph &

restore order through

new govt. institutions

Towns &

Mid. Class

ally with

kings

Spain unified when

Moors are driven

from Granada in

1492

Austrian Hapsburgs

control imperial

elections & Burgundy

through marriage

Fr. Kings recover

Burgundy & Picardy

(1477), Anjou (1481),

& Brithany (1491)

Rise of nation-states in

Western Europe by 1500

Mercenary armies &

artillery only®

king can afford

Strengths of the nation states :

Quassi-national chruches®

More royal control

Growing revenues from

rising money economy

MC bur's paid w/s ®

Literate, loyal &  easier

to control

Tendency by kings

to overs spend ®

Chronically in debt

Weaknesses of the nation states :

Continue power &

prestige of nobility

Patrimonial

(i.e., hereditary)

offices continue

Medieve; mentality

linking religion &

politics Wars®

Kings heavily in

debt

Borrow $ & sell

offices & titles

Powerful states can expand beyond ‘national’ boundaries ®

Charles VII of France invades Italy to claim inheritance (1494)

Marriage alliance of Austria  & Spain Hapsburg Emp. of Charles V controlling®

American colonies & half of W. Europe

Series of Europe-wide wars to mainta balance of power & showing Europe

operating as integrate political system where 1 state's actions affect everyone

Many marriage

alliance ®

Intercooking &

rival claims

Many marriage

alliance ®

Intercooking &

rival claims

abbreviations used : kgds' kingdom : Ger. – Germany, Fr. France
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Flowcharts

German Unification
Otto von Bismarck

Effects

Unification of Italy
and Germany

rivalries
between
countries

Led to
World War-I

breakup of
large empire

Examples

Boxer Rebellion
Sun Yat Sen

Zionism

Nationalism : Patriotic devotion to
one's own country which led to
breakup of Empires, movements

independence and unification, and wars.

the
for

Italian Unification
Garibaldi

qq

Chapter - 2 : The Nationalist Movement In Indo-china

Flowcharts
Indo China comprises territories of :

LaosCambodia Vietnam

1868
Scholars' Revolt against French control and spread of Christianity

The French

did very little to improve
the economy

claimed of bringing modern
civilization to the Vietnamese

feared that once educated
Vietnamese would

question colonisation

1903
Bubonic plague started in northern part of Hanoi

In 1880's
Vietnam becomes the French colony

1907
Tonkin Free School started to provide Western-style education

1939
Huynh Phu So started Hoa Hao Movement

1941
Nationalists organized in political association Vietminh created

Democratic Republic of Vietnam

Chairman-Ho Chi Minh

1945

Fall of Japan
Vietminh declared Vietnam as

independent Nation

1949
Nominally independent nation formed under former emperor Ban Doi

French garrisons surrounded and first Indo-China war came to an end in 1953

1940
Japan occupied Vietnam
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Flowchart
Civilizing Mission in Vietnam

Used Education as a tool

Led to an erosion of cultural beliefs, religion, tradition of Vietnam

New French education system was introduced

School textbooks glorified and justified French colonial rule

The Tonkin Free School was started in 1907 to provide Western education
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Flowchart

Phan Boi
Chau

� Formed the Revolutionary Society in 1903.

Wrote a book-History of the Loss of Vietnam.�

Liang
Qichao

� Believed to oust the French first.

Then to restore Monarchy in Vietnam.�

Phan Chau
Trinh

� Totally opposed Monarchy.

Wanted to establish a democratic republic.�

Vision of Modernisation

Flowchart
Under Ho Chi Minh Communism was on a rise in North West

Capitalist nations like USA viewed it as potential threat

US sent troops to South Vietnam, intervenes and starts US-Vietnam catastrophic war

Chemical weapons and phosphorus bombs were used

Vietnamese bravely combated the US attack and got freedom in 1975

qq

Chapter - 3 : Nationalism In India

Flowchart
Main Programme of the Non-cooperation Movement

Surrender of titles

Refusal to attend official or non-official functions

Remove children from officially controlled schools and colleges

Refuse to be a part of the military

Boycott British Goods, Courts and Legislative Assembly Elections
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Flowcharts

Protest against

British Rule

� Gandhiji chose salt as the medium of protest as it was one
of the most essential food items for both the rich and the
poor.

�

�

On 31st January 1930, Gandhiji through a letter put forth
11 demands before the Viceroy Lord Irwin-the most
important demand was to abolish the salt tax.
The government was asked to accept the demands by
11th March or else full Civil Disobedience Movement will
be launched.

Salt March

� Gandhiji started the famous salt march along with 78 of
his trusted volunteers.

�

�

The March began from Sabarmati Ashram to the Gujarat
coastal town of Dandi covering about 240 miles.
On 6th April 1930, Gandhiji with his followers reached
Dandi and violated the salt law by making salt from sea
water after boiling it.

 

Protest against

British Rule

� Gandhiji chose salt as the medium of protest as it was one
of the most essential food items for both the rich and the
poor.

�

�

On 31st January 1930, Gandhiji through a letter put forth
11 demands before the Viceroy Lord Irwin-the most
important demand was to abolish the salt tax.
The government was asked to accept the demands by
11th March or else full Civil Disobedience Movement will
be launched.

Salt March

� Gandhiji started the famous salt march along with 78 of
his trusted volunteers.

�

�

The March began from Sabarmati Ashram to the Gujarat
coastal town of Dandi covering about 240 miles.
On 6th April 1930, Gandhiji with his followers reached
Dandi and violated the salt law by making salt from sea
water after boiling it.

Flowchart
People's Participation

Women's
Participation

Industrial
workers

Businessmen Farmers

qq

                   Sub-UNIT - 1.2 : Livelihoods, Economics  
and Societies

Chapter - 4 : The Making Of a Global World

Flowchart

Globalisation, an economic system that has emerged since the last 50 years.

It started with trade, migration of people in search of work and the
movement of capital.

Silk routes were the routes through  which trade and cultural mingling of
far-flung parts of the world  took place.

Indentured labourers were hired under contracts of five years as they went to
work on plantations in regions like Caribbean Islands, Mauritius and Fiji.

Indenture was nothing but a new system of slavery.

The important inventions like the railways, steamship and the telegraph
triggered the economic growth in 19th century.
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movement of capital.
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far-flung parts of the world  took place.
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triggered the economic growth in 19th century.

Flowchart
Historians disagree as to the causes of the Great Depression.

Most scholars would include :

Causes of the
Great Depression

Over Production

Stock Market Crash
and Financial Panic

Unequal Distribution
of Wealth

Monetary Policy

High Tariffs and
War Debts

Industry

Agriculture

qq

Chapter - 5 : The Age Of Industria-Lization

Flowchart
Industrialization in India

Industrialization started  much later in the 18 centuryth

The first cotton mill came up in Bombay in 1854

Dwarkanath Tagore, Dinshaw Petit, Seth Hukumchand, Birla and Jamsetji Nusserwanji Tata
developed industrial enterprises in India

After the First World War, cotton production collapsed and exports  of cotton  from Britain
declined drastically

Alongwith big industries in Bombay  and Bengal, small scale industries were also growing up
over the rest of the country

Due to technological changes the weavers started using looms with a fly shuttle which increased
productivity per worker, speeded up production and reduced  labour demand
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Flowchart
FC. 111 THE BIRTH OF THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

IN BRITAIN  c. 1750)

Triumph of rich middle
class willing & able to
invest in new business

& tech. (FC. 96)

Industrial Revolution
starts in Great Britain,

putting it well ahead of
the rest of the world

New agricultural
tech's (FC. 109)

Population growth

Labour  force &
markets for goods
�

Britain's excellent
waterways &
trade position

Large deposits
of coal & iron
in N. England

New steam &
textile tech.

(FC. 110)

Britain's colonial
empire (FC. 96C)

Resources for
textile mills &

markets for goods

Bank of England
Money to

invest (FC. 96C)

�New steam &
textile tech.

(FC. 110)

Drastic changes in living
conditions, social & family

structure & women's
status (Fc. 113)

Powerful  forces & effects of Industrial
Revolution spread across globe  (FC. 119)

Steamships & Railroads

The whole continents
globe more tightly

together (FC. 112)

�
&

Virtual explosion of new
technologies, esp. after

creation of research labs
(FC. 117)

(

qq

Chapter - 6 : Work, Life And Leisure

Flowchart
Industrialisation changed the form of Urbanisation in the modern period

Leeds and Manchester were the first modern cities in Britain

By 1750, one out of every nine people of England and Wales lived in London

The London underground railway partially solved the housing crisis

The city encouraged a new spirit of individualism

The urban family transformed consisted of much smaller units
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Industrialisation changed the form of Urbanisation in the modern period

Leeds and Manchester were the first modern cities in Britain

By 1750, one out of every nine people of England and Wales lived in London

The London underground railway partially solved the housing crisis

The city encouraged a new spirit of individualism

The urban family transformed consisted of much smaller units

Flowchart
The pace of urbanisation in India was slow under colonial rule

Bombay was one of the most important modern city in the Indian Sub-continent

Bombay became the capital of the Bombay Presidency in 1819.

Bombay appears to many as ‘mayapuri’—a city of dreams since
in a big way to produce films

it has contributed

Calcutta too had a long history of air pollution

The city development of Bombay occurred at the expenses of ecology and the environment

The Bengal Smoke Nuisance Commission had managed to control the pollution

qq

                   Sub-UNIT- 1.3 : Everyday Life, Culture  
and Politics

Chapter - 7 : Print Culture and The Modern World

Flowchart
Print technology was developed in China, Japan and Korea

Shanghai was the hub of the new print culture

The first book printed by Gutenberg was the Bible

By the late 18 century, the press came to be made out of metal and in the late
the offset press was developed

th 19 century,th

Printing helped to spread the new ideas of Reformation
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Flowchart

In India, manuscripts were copied on palm leaves and on hand made paper

By the close of the 18th century, printing of many newspapers and journals started

Print encouraged the reading of religious text, especially in the vernacular

The first printed edition of the Ramcharitmanas came out from Calcutta in 1810

At the end of the 19 century, a new visual culture was startedth

Hindi printing began from the 1870s

Local protest movements created a lot of popular journals

In 1878, the Vernacular Press Act was passed

In 1907, Bal Gangadhar Tilak wrote with great sympathy about Punjab
revolution in 'Kesari' for which he was imprisoned

qq

Chapter - 8 : Novels, Society And History

Flowchart

 

Novels

from the

West

Robinson
Crusoe-

Daniel Defoe

Germinal-
Emile Zola

Mayor of
Casterbridge-

Thomas
Hardy

Jane Eyre-
Charlotte

Bronte

Treasure
Island—R.L.
Stevenson

Jungle Book–
Rudyard
Kipling

What Katy
Did—Sarah
Chauncey
Woolsey

Ramona—
Helen Hunt

Jackson

Hard Times,
Oliver Twist,

Pickwick
Papers—Charles

Dickens
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Flowchart

 

Novels from India

Indulekha–O. Chandu
Menon

Pariksha Guru-Srinivas Das

Chandrakanta–
Devaki Nandan Khatri

Godan—Prem Chand

Muktamala—
Moreshwar Halbe

Yamuna Paryatan—
Baba Padmanji

Saraswativijayam—
Potheri Kunjambu

qq

                   UNIT -II : Contemporary India-II

Chapter - 1 : Resources And Development

Flowchart

vegetation

Flowchart

Types of Soil

Black Soil Alluvial Soil Forest SoilArid Soil Red SoilLaterite Soil

qq
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Chapter - 2 : Water Resources

Flowchart

Dams—Modern Temples

(Multi-purpose Projects)

Additional
Irrigation

Restore
Ecosystem

Water
Navigation

Fish
Breeding

Avoid
Drought and

Famines

Flood
Control

Source of
Drinking Water

Hydropower

Recreational
Activities

Flowchart

Why Rainwater Harvesting ?

1. Surface water is inadequate to meet our demand

2. To arrest ground water decline and augment ground water table

3. To beneficiate water quality in aquifiers

4. To conserve surface water runoff during monsoon

5. To reduce soil erosion

6. Due to rapid urbanization, infiltration of rain water into the
sub-soil has decreased drastically

qq
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Chapter - 3 : Agriculture

Flowchart
Agriculture

Types of farming

Primitive
Subsistence farming

Intensive
Subsistence farming

Commercial farming

Plantation farming

Major crops

Food crops
(Rice, Wheat, millets, maize,

pulses, sugarcane etc.)

Oilseed crops
(Groundnut, Mustard, Soyabean,

Sesamum, Linseed, Sunflower etc.)

Beverage crops
(Tea, Coffee)

Horticulture crops
(Fruits and Vegetables)

Fibre crops
(Jute and Cotton)

Cropping Pattern

Rabi Season

Kharif Season

Zaid Season

Flowchart

Technological and Institutional Reforms

Consolidation
of Holdings

Kissan Credit Card
(KCC), Personal

Accident Insurance
Scheme (PAIS)

Crop Insurance,
Grameen Banks,

Cooperative Societies

Cooperation and
aboilition of
Zamindari

The Green Revolution
and The White

Revolution
(Operation Flood)

qq

Chapter - 4 : Minerals and Energy Resources

Flowchart

Minerals

Metallic Non-Metallic Energy Minerals

Ferrous
(containing iron)

iron ore,
manganese,

nickel, cobalt, etc.

Non-Ferrous:
opper, lead,c

tin, bauxite etc.

Precious:
old, silver,g

platinum etc.

mica, salt,
potash, sulphur,
limestone, etc.

coal,
petroleum,
natural  gas
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Minerals

Metallic Non-Metallic Energy Minerals

Ferrous
(containing iron)

iron ore,
manganese,

nickel, cobalt, etc.

Non-Ferrous:
opper, lead,c

tin, bauxite etc.

Precious:
old, silver,g

platinum etc.

mica, salt,
potash, sulphur,
limestone, etc.

coal,
petroleum,
natural  gas

Flowchart

Minerals are exhaustible.

They are extremely valuable.

They are limited.

Growth of industrialisation has accelerated the extraction of minerals.

Reasons for Conservation of Minerals

Flowcharts

Conventional

Coal
Petroleum

Natural gas

Electricity

Non-Conventional

Sources of Energy

Solar energy

Wind energy

Biogas

Tidal energy

Geothermal energy

(i)
(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(i)
(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

Production of Iron-ore belt
1%

12%

17%

19% 25%

26%

Karnataka 26%

Odisha, 25%

Chhattisgarh, 9%1

Goa, 17%

Jharkhand, 12%

Others, 1%

Types of Coal

Bituminous Coal
60-80% Carbon

Peat Coal 50%
Carbon

Lignite Coal
60% Carbon

Anthracite Coal
80% Carbon
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Flowchart
Six main Non-Conventional Sources of Energy

Geothermal
Energy

Tidal Energy Hydro PowerSolar Energy
Biomass
Energy

Wind Energy

qq

Chapter - 5 : Manu-facturing Industries

Flowchart
Classification of IndustriesOn the basis of Raw Material

On the basis of
Raw Material

On the basis
of Role

On the basis of
Capital Investment

On the basis of
Ownership

On the basis of Weight
of Raw Materials

Agro
Based:
Cotton,

jute,
sugar,
rubber,

etc.

Mineral
Based:

Iron
and

steel,
cement,
alumi-
nium,

petroch-
emicals

Basic
Industry:

Iron
and

steel,
copper

and
alumi-
nium

smelting

Consu-
mer

Industry:
Sugar,
paper,
electro-

nics,
and
soap

Small
Scale

Industry:
If

the
invested
capital
is upto

`
one

crore,
then
the

industry
is

called
a

malls
cales

ndustry.i

Large
Scale

Industry:
If the

invested
capital
is more

than
one`

crore,
then the
industry
is called
a argel

cales
ndustry.i

Public
Sector:
These
indus-
tries
are

owned
and

operated
by

govern-
ment

agencies,
.e.g

SAIL,
BHEL,
ONGC,

etc.

Private
Sector:
These

industries
are

owned
and

operated
by

indivi-
duals
or a

group
of

indivi-
duals,

.e.g
TISCO,

Reliance,
Mahindra,

etc.

Joint
Sector:
These
indus-
tries
are

jointly
owned
by the

govern-
ment
and

indivi-
duals
or a

group
of

indivi-
duals,

.e.g
Oil

India
Limited.

Cooper-
ative

Sector:
These
indus-
tries
are

owned
and

operated
by the
pro-

ducers
or

suppliers
of

raw
materials,
workers
or both.
The re-
sources

are
pooled
by each
stake-
holder
and

profits or
losses

are
shared
proport-
ionately.
AMUL

Heavy
Indus-
tries:
Iron
and
steel

Light
Indus-
tries:

Electro-
nics

Flowchart

Raw Material
and Finished

Goods

Strength
of Labour

Ownership

Raw Material

� Large Scale Industries
Medium Scale Industries
Small Scale Industries

�
�

� Heavy Industries
Light Industries�

� Private Sector Industries
Public Sector Industries
Joint Sector Industries

�
�
� Co-operative Sector Industries

� Agro Based Industries
Mineral Based Industries
Forest Based Industries

�
�

Classification of Industries on the basis of...
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Flowchart
Iron and Steel Industry

Raw Materials-Iron Ore, Coal & Limestone

India is the ninth largest producer of crude steel in the world

India is the largest producer of sponge iron in the world

India's is the leading exporter of steel in the world

Steel manufacturing industries are located in the Chota Nagpur Plateau region

Future of India's iron and steel industry is bright due to India's liberalisation
policy and foreign direct investment in the industry

Flowchart

Effects of Industrial Pollution and Environmental Degradation

Loud noise can
lead to irritation,
loss of hearing,
and an increasing
in blood pressure
and heart rate.

Four main types
of pollution-air
pollution, water
pollution, land
pollution or soil
degradation, and
noise pollution.

Air pollution affects
the health of humans,
animals and plants
alike and also causes
damage to buildings.

Water pollution is
caused by the dis-
charge of untreated
chemical waste like
dyes, detergents,
acids heavy metals.

Paper and pulp
industries, oil refi-
neries, tanneries
and electroplating
industries causes
Water Pollution.

qq
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Chapter - 6 : Life Lines of National Economy

Flowcharts
Means of Transport

Land Water Air

Road
ways

Railways Pipelines Inland Overseas Domestic
Airways

International
Airways

Public
Undertaking

Private
Airlines

Classification of Roadways in India

Golden
Quadrilateral

Super Highways

National
Highways

State
Highways

District
Roads

Other
Roads

Border
Roads

Classification of roads on the basis of type of  material used

Met Roads Made of
cement, concrete or even

bitumen of coal

alled � Unmetalled Roads
Go out of use in

rainy season

�

Gauge Operations in the Indian Railway Network

Broad Gauge
(1.676 mtrs)

Meter Gauge
(1.000 mtrs)

Narrow Gauge
(0.762 and
0.610 mtrs)

Networks of pipeline transportation in our country

From Salaya in Gujarat
to Jalandhar in Punjab

via Viramgam, Mathura,
Delhi and Sonipat

Gas pipeline from Hazira in
Gujarat connects Jagdishpur
in Uttar Pradesh via Vijaipur

in Madhya Pradesh

From oil field in upper Assam
to Kanpur via Guwahati,
Barauni and Allahabad
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Ganga river
between

Allahabad
and Haldia

Brahmaputra
river between
Sadiya and

Dhubri

West Coast
Canal in
Kerala

Stretches
of Godavari
and Krishna

rivers

National Waterways

Mail Channels introduced in our country

Rajdhani
Channel

Metro
Channel

Green
Channel

Business
Channel

Bulk Mail
Channel

Periodic
Channel

Radio

Television

Newspaper

Magazines

Books

Films

Mass Communication

Flowchart
Means of Communication

The Indian postal
network is the
largest in the
world.

India has one of
the largest telecom
networks in Asia.

India publishes
a large number
of newspapers
and periodicals
annually.

India is the largest
producer of feature
films in the world.

Television, Radio,
Films, Press are
major means of
Communication.

I n d i a i s t h e
largest producer
of feature films
in the world.

Flowchart
Trade

International
Trade

Tourism as
Trade

It is considered the
economic

barometer for a
country

India has trade
relation with all

the major trading
blocks and all
geographical
regions of the

world.

India is earning
large foreign

exchange through
the export of
information
technology.

It promotes
national integration,

provides support
to local handicrafts

and cultural
pursuits.

Helps in the
development of

international
understanding

about our culture
and heritage.

qq
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                   UNIT -III : Democratic Politics II

Chapter - 1 : Power Sharing

Flowcharts

1. A small European country with Brussels
as its capital.

Belgium

2. The people speak mainly three languages—
Dutch (59%) French (40%) and German (1%).

3. The minority French—speaking community
was relatively rich and powerful.

1. An island country with Colombo as its
capital.

Sri Lanka

2. 74% people speak Sinhala and 18% people
speak Tamil. Four religions are followed—

Buddhism, Islam, Hinduism and Christianity.

3. Sinhala is the official language of Sri Lanka. The
leaders of the Sinhala community sought to
secure dominance over government by virtue

of their majority.

Flowcharts

Horizontal Distribution of Power

Legislature

Executive

Judiciary

Vertical Division of Power

Union/Central Government

Regional/State Government

Local Government

(Municipality/Panchayat)

Power Sharing

The Forms of Power Sharing in

Belgium Sri Lanka

Belgium is a small country in Europe with

a very complex ethnic composition.

Of the country's total population, 59% Dutch speakers,

40% French speakers and 1% German speakers.

The capital is Brussels.

Between 1970 and 1993, the constitution

of Belgium was amended four times.

Belgium followed a Community Government,

which is elected by people belonging to one language

community - Dutch, German and French speaking.

Sri Lanka is an island nation

in the Indian Ocean.

Sri Lanka has a diverse population with 74%

Sinhalese and 18% Tamils. Christians are about 7%.

The capital is Colombo.

In 1956, an Act was passed to recognise

'Sinhala' as the only official language.

Sri lanka followed 'Majoritarianism'

disregardiang Tamils.

qq
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Chapter - 2 : Federalism

Flowchart  

Federalism

Union Government

Government for

entire country

Union List

Residuary Subjects

State Government

Government for

particular state/province

State List

Local Government

Government for

local level

Gram Panchayat

Block (Tehsil)

Zila Parishad

Concurrent List

Flowcharts  

Gram PanchayatVillage
Level

Formed by Gram
Sabha

Headed by Sarpanch

Panchayat Samithi
Block
Level

Elected by Panchayat
members

BDO

Zilla ParishadDistrict

Formed by elected members and
have members of Lok Sabha

and MLA of the district

Zilla Chairperson

Panchayatiraj — Local Self Government (Rural)

qq
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Chapter - 3 : Democracy And Diversity

Flowchart

Democracy and Diversity

History shows that democracy is the best way to fight
for recognition and also to accommodate diversity.

The Civil Rights Movement for example in USA
(1954-1968) led to a series of reform movements
thus abolishing legal racial discrimination against
African-Americans.

The Black Power Movement emerging in 1966 and
lasting till 1975, was a more militant anti-racist
movement, though advocating even more violence if
necessary to end racism in the US.

Social diversities can take different forms in different
societies.

Social division takes place when some social
difference overlaps with other differences.

When social differences cross cut one another, it is
difficult to pit against one group of people against
the other. It means that groups that share a common
interest on one issue are likely to be in different
sides on a different issue.

Overlapping social differences create possibilities of
deep social divisions and tensions. Cross cutting
social differences are easier to accommodate. For
example in Northern Ireland there had been many
conflicts between Catholics and Protestants, while
they do not do so in the Netherlands.

Three factors are crucial in deciding the outcome of
politics of social divisions.
(i) It depends on how the people perceive their

identities.
(ii) It depends on how political leaders raise the

demands of any community.
(iii) It depends on how the government reacts to

demands of different groups.

qq

Chapter - 4 : Gender, Religion and Caste

Flowchart

Gender, Religion and Politics

Gender division or a form of
hierarchical division exists in India.

Gender and Politics Religion and Politics Caste and Politics

Gandhiji said that politics must be
guided by ethics drawn from religion.

With economic development, large
scale urbanization, growth of literacy
and education, occupational mobility
and the weakening position of
landlords in the villages; the old
notions of caste hierarchy are
breaking down.

Yet the influence of caste on politics
and vice versa has not disappeared
in India.

Sexual division of labour exists in
many Indian homes even now.

Problem begins when religion is
seen as the basis of nation.

Gender discrimination in all spheres
of life has given rise to Feminist
Movement.

Communal politics is based on the
idea that religion is the principal
basis of social community.

To curb the low proportion of women
participation in Indian legislature,
1/3rd of seats in Panchayats and
Municipalities are now reserved for
women.
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Gender, Religion and Politics

Gender division or a form of
hierarchical division exists in India.

Gender and Politics Religion and Politics Caste and Politics

Gandhiji said that politics must be
guided by ethics drawn from religion.

With economic development, large
scale urbanization, growth of literacy
and education, occupational mobility
and the weakening position of
landlords in the villages; the old
notions of caste hierarchy are
breaking down.

Yet the influence of caste on politics
and vice versa has not disappeared
in India.

Sexual division of labour exists in
many Indian homes even now.

Problem begins when religion is
seen as the basis of nation.

Gender discrimination in all spheres
of life has given rise to Feminist
Movement.

Communal politics is based on the
idea that religion is the principal
basis of social community.

To curb the low proportion of women
participation in Indian legislature,
1/3rd of seats in Panchayats and
Municipalities are now reserved for
women.

Flowcharts

� The constitution provides to all individuals and communities freedom to profess, practice
and propagate any religion, or not to follow any.
People should be able to express in politics their needs, interest and demands as a member
of religious community.

�

� Means attempts to promote religious ideas between groups of people as identified as
different communities.
A communal mind often heads to a quest for political dominance of one's own religious
community.

�

� Communal politics is based on the idea that religion is the principal basis of social
community.
Ideas, ideals and values drawn from different religion can and perhaps should play a role in
politics.

�

Religion

Commu-
nication

Politics

Flowchart

Led to the inhuman
practice of

untouchability

Jyotibha Phule, Dr. B.R. Ambedkar
Mahatma Gandhi and Periyar
Ramaswami Naicker worked

to end caste system

Constitution of India
prohibited any caste-
based discrimination

Politics influences
the caste system

Caste System

Caste division leads
to tensions, conflict
and even violence

Politics doesn't get
caste ridden, Caste

gets politicised

qq
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Chapter - 5 : Political Parties

Flowchart

Political Party

Has three components :
(i)  the leaders
(ii) the active members,
(iii) the followers

Is the means through which
people can speak to the

government

Fixes the political agenda
and policies of the party

Mobilises voters to support
common sets of interests,

concerns and goal.

A group of people who
come together to contest

elections

Flowcharts

One-Party System

Two-Party System

Multi-Party System

The mono-party nominates the candidates.

Power shifts between two major, dominant parties.

Three or more parties have the capacity to gain control of the government
separately or in coalition.

Flowcharts
Classification of National Political Parties (in 2006)

Indian National Congress (founded in 1885)

Bharatiya Janata Party (founded in 1980)

Bahujan Samaj Party (founded in 1984)

Communist Party of  India – Marxist (founded in 1964)

Communist Party of India (founded in 1925)

Nationalist Congress Party (founded in 1999)

Regional Parties in India

Samajwadi Party

Samata Party (Janata Dal United)

Rashtriya Janata Dal

Biju Janata Dal

Sikkim Democratic Front

Mizo National Front
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Flowchart

Challenges to Political Parties

First challenge
Lack of internal

democracy

Second challenge
Dynastic

succession

Third challenge
Growing role of

money and
muscle power

Fourth challenge
Parties don't
seem to offer
a meaningful

choice to the voters

qq

Chapter - 6 : Outcomes of Democracy

Flowcharts

Qualities of Democracy

Accountable to the people

Legitimately elected by voters. It is people's own government

Responsive to the need of the citizens

Outcomes of Democracy

Social equality
and social

justice

Political equality
and political

justice

Economic equality
and economic

justice

Flowchart

Outcomes of Democracy

Legitimate
Government

Reponsive Accountable

Flowchart

Economic Growth and Development

Country's
population size

Global situation
Economic priorities

adopted by the country
Cooperation from

other countries
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Flowcharts
Factors for preference of Democracy by the people

Promotes equality among citizens

Improves the quality of decision-making

Based on public opinion

Conditions for successful functioning of Indian Democracy

Female literacy

Social equality

Free press

High moral characters

qq

Chapter - 7 : Challenges to Democracy

Flowcharts

 

Main Challenges to Democracy in India

Foundational challenge

Challenge of expansion

Challenge of deepening of democracy

Challenges in Democracy

Challenge of corruption by government ministers and bureaucracy

Challenge of caste politics and division of votes

Challenge of communal politics

Challenge of women empowerment

Challenge of economics

Inequality

Flowchart

 

Political Reforms in India

Law has an
important role

Laws that give political
actors incentives to do
good things have more

chances of working.

The best laws are those
which empower people
to carry out democratic

reforms.

Democratic reforms are
to be brought about
principally through

political practice.

qq
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                   UNIT -IV : Understanding Economic Development

Chapter - 1 : Development

Flowchart

Economic Development

National Income

Per Capital Income

Human Development

Infant Mortality Rate

Literacy Rate

Development

Net Attendance Ratio

Public Facilities

Flowchart

Human development index
(HDI)

Composite index

Highest 25%

Most highly developed countries

Intermediate 51%-75%

Highly developed countries

Intermediate 26%-50%

Moderately developed countries

Lowest 25%

Poorly developed countries

Subitem
(dimensions)

Life expectancy at birth
(Health)

Knowledge
(Education)

A decent standard of living
(Economy)

Statistical item � lReal GNI per capita
(PPP US$)

�Mean years of
schooling
Excepted years of�
schooling

� Life expectancy at birth

Flowchart

Target

Dimension

Defining

Principles

Sustainable Development

Economic
Efficiency

Social
Cohesion

Environmental
responsibility

Principles on :

ecosystems and
biodiversity
consumption of
resources
materials and wastes
rate of change
access to and value
to and value
of the environment

�

�

�
�
�

Principles on :

economic system
efficiency and
innovation
rate of change
international
connections

�
�

�
�

Principles on :

objective living
condition
subjective living
conditions
equality of opportunity,
access to resources
Knowledge and skills
governance
culture and identify
social connectedness

�

�

�

�
�
�
�
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Dimension

Defining

Principles

Sustainable Development

Economic
Efficiency

Social
Cohesion

Environmental
responsibility

Principles on :

ecosystems and
biodiversity
consumption of
resources
materials and wastes
rate of change
access to and value
to and value
of the environment

�

�

�
�
�

Principles on :

economic system
efficiency and
innovation
rate of change
international
connections

�
�

�
�

Principles on :

objective living
condition
subjective living
conditions
equality of opportunity,
access to resources
Knowledge and skills
governance
culture and identify
social connectedness

�

�

�

�
�
�
�

Chapter - 2 : Sectors Of The Indian Economy

Flowchart
Sectors

Primary Sectors Secondary Sectors Tertiary Sectors

Agriculture

Animal Husbandry

Fishing

Forestry

Poultry

Mining

Farming

Quarrying

Manufacturing

Trade

Transport

Banking

Education

Tourism

Health

Insurance

Communication

Flowchart
How to create more employment

Technical training,
vocational guidance

to unemployed youth

More money should be
spent in transport and

storage

Providing cheap credit
facilities and crop

insurance

By building more dams
and by providing

canal water employment
can be generated in
agricultural sector.

The government/banks
can provide loan at cheap

rates to improve
irrigational facilities
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Flowchart

Organized Sector

The organized sectors cover those enterprises
where the terms of employment is regular.

The unorganized sectors is characterized by
small and scattered units which are largely
outside the control of government.

They are registered by government, they follow
rules and regulations and various laws such as,
the factories act, minimum wages act, payment
of gratuity, shops and establishment act.

Unorganized sectors does not follow any rules
and regulation pass by the government.

Workers in the organized sector are paid
according to prescribed scale. They also get
payment in time on regular basis.

Most of the jobs are low paid and often regular.

They get annual increment and other
allowances such as provident fund, payment
during holidays, paid leave, gratuity, medical
benefits, safe working conditions.

There is no provision of over time, paid leave,
holidays , leave due to sickness etc.

They can form trade unions. They cannot form trade unions.

Unorganized Sector

qq

Chapter - 3 : Money and Credit

Flowcharts
Modern Forms of Money

Currency Deposits with banks

Paper Notes Coins Demand Deposits

People make
deposits

People take
loans

Depositors BorrowersBANK

People make
withdrawals and

get interest

People repay
loans with

interest

Loan Activities of Banks
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Flowcharts
Components of Terms of Credit

Interest rate Collaterals Documentation
requirement

Modes of
repayment

Types of Loans

Formal Sector
Loan (from
banks and

cooperatives)

Informal Sector
Loan (Money-

lenders, traders,
employers, relatives

and friends)

Poor
households

Households
with few
assets

Well off
households

Rich
households

Percentage of loans from the Informal Sector

Percentage of loans from the Formal Sector

15%

85%

47%
53%

28%

72%

10%

90%

Formal and informal percentage of loans taken by the urban households
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Chapter - 4 : Globalisation and the Indian Economy

Flowchart

Pros

Productivity grows more quickly when countries
produce goods and services in which they have a
comparative advantage. Living standards can go up
faster.

Global competition and cheap imports keep a lid on
prices, so inflation is less likely to derail economic
growth.

An open economy spurs innovation with fresh
ideas from abroad.

Export jobs often pay more than other jobs. Service and white-collar jobs are increasingly
vulnerable to operations moving offshore.

Cons

Millions of Americans have lost jobs due to imports
or production shifts abroad. Most find new
jobs—that pay less.

U.S. employees can lose their comparative
advantage when companies build advanced
factories in low-wage countries, making them as
productive as those at home.

Millions of others fear losing their jobs, especially at
those companies operating under competitive
pressure.

Workers, face pay-cut demands from employers,
which often threaten to export jobs.

Unfettered capital flows give the U.S. access to
foreign investment and keep interest rates low.

Pros & Cons of Globalization
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Pros

Productivity grows more quickly when countries
produce goods and services in which they have a
comparative advantage. Living standards can go up
faster.

Global competition and cheap imports keep a lid on
prices, so inflation is less likely to derail economic
growth.

An open economy spurs innovation with fresh
ideas from abroad.

Export jobs often pay more than other jobs. Service and white-collar jobs are increasingly
vulnerable to operations moving offshore.

Cons

Millions of Americans have lost jobs due to imports
or production shifts abroad. Most find new
jobs—that pay less.

U.S. employees can lose their comparative
advantage when companies build advanced
factories in low-wage countries, making them as
productive as those at home.

Millions of others fear losing their jobs, especially at
those companies operating under competitive
pressure.

Workers, face pay-cut demands from employers,
which often threaten to export jobs.

Unfettered capital flows give the U.S. access to
foreign investment and keep interest rates low.

Pros & Cons of Globalization

Flowchart

Increased investment by

MNCs in India

�

�

�

�

�

Creation of new jobs

Prosperity of local companies

supplying raw materials

Benefit of companies from

increased competition

Raise of standards due to

competition

Problems of small manufacturers

due to foreign competition

Jobless educated and

unskilled workers

�

� ,

Impact of Globalisation

Positive Negative

Flowchart
Factors Enabling Globalisation

Improvement in
Transportation

Improvement
in Information

and Technology

Liberalization
and removal

of trade barriers

qq

Chapter - 5 : Consumer Rights

Flowchart
Factors giving birth to onsumer movement in Indiac

Unethical and unfair trade practice

Rampant food shortage

Hoarding

Black Marketing

Adulteration of food
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Flowchart

Consumer Rights

Right to safety

Right to be informed

Right to choose

Right to be heard or Right to representation

Right to seek redressal

Right to consumer education

Flowcharts

Particulars about goods and services according to RTI

Ingredients used
in the product

Date of
manufacture

Expiry date
Address of

manufacturer

Directions for
proper use

Duties of customer while purchasing a thing

Looking at quality of product, market price, date of manufacturing, etc.

Purchasing standard products with ISI or AGMARK

Asking for a cash memo

Knowing the legal procedures if cheated

Awareness about consumer's duties
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